A) **Proposal to organise the World Championship entitled:**

____________________________________________________________________________________ of 2021 / 2022 / 2023

1 : Country :
2 : Federation :
3 : City of tournament & finals :
4 : Name and federal position of the organiser :
5 : Telephone and Mail :
Address :

B) **The Gymnasium**

Capacity of the venue for :
Number of gyms (explain the feasibility for the proposed disciplines) ?
Number of RINGS ?
Number of spectators ?
Number of changing rooms ?
A section reserved for the officials and/or VIPs ?
Anti-doping controls ?
Food and refreshments (explain how this will be managed) ?
Athlete warm-up area ?
C) Accommodation

Capacity for accommodation: explain your plan for the accommodation of the delegations: number of hotels, organisation:

Explain your plan for the accommodation of the officials?

D) Travel

Organisation of travel and cost (explanation):

From the airport to the gym:
From the gym to the hotels:
From the airport to the hotels:

E) Planning

How do you envision the competition: explain the timing, the course of the day:

How do you envisage the presentation ceremony of the delegations?

Can you organize a seminar for officials before the competition?

During the competition, can the organizer host the general assembly of FISav?

Can you provide rooms for FISav commissions (coaches, athletes, women ... etc.)

What is your capacity to organise a high quality event:

F) Visas and invitations

Level of difficulty to obtain entry visas (very difficult, difficult, easy):

Number of days for obtaining a visa:

Document required:

G) Sustainability

What sustainability measures would you take (e.g. to preserve the environment)?

For example: minimize waste, no disposable plastic items (bottles, cutlery, plates), no single-use banners, locally produced food, served on compostable containers, sourced from environmentally friendly suppliers, minimize carbon footprint, public transport, gym and hotel nearby

H) Legacy of the competition

What will be the impact of your competition in your country / city / for your federation?

Explanation:
I) **Education**

What is the capacity of your federation to support:

Education of athletes and coaches

Education of the public

Athletes' health

Anti doping

Anti-corruption

Explanations:

J) **Budget**

Reminder: the organizer is responsible for the costs of anti-doping controls, the cost depends on the number of athletes checked and the country.

Do you need technical help?
What kind of help?

Do you need financial help?
What amount:
And for what purpose?

Explanations: